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According to Lunar calendar, 7 Nov marks the
beginning of the winter season. Therefore it is
no surprise that starting from this month the
weather has become much cooler, which is the
ideal season for outing.

Besides the Ping Shan tour, we also celebrated the 79 birthday of our CP
Donald with a special menu on 10 Nov. Our club has presented a birthday gift
to CP Donald of a specially chosen RMB 1 banknote with a lucky serial
number of 000099. On top of that I have composed a Chinese poem cited as
follows:

「十口之家定香江，二人同心積善功
美食琳琅呈滿目，壽比南山不倒翁」

Other than the literal meaning, this poem has
encrypted a special message:

； therefore the message is十口＝「叶」（葉之本
字）， 二人＝「天」， 美食＝「養」「葉天養壽比
南山」 (“wishing CP Donald long life”). I am sure we
all enjoyed the party.

Last but not least, at the time of writing this President Message we are going to have the second stage
service activity of our Caring Elderly Service Project – home visits to selected families in Tai Po District with
Dementia elderly on the 18 Nov. This is a very meaningful community service. Not only is it beneficial to
the receiving families who would feel the care and concern from the participating volunteers but also the
participants themselves for learning how to take care of those Dementia elderly. More will be shared by our
Service Committee in the club meeting(s).

All in all, November is the month of fellowship and service. We have echoed the core purpose of the
founding members of Rotary when they found the first Rotary Club in 1905 at Chicago – for fellowship and
service.

Our club has also taken this opportunity to organize the
first local outing activity for this Rotary year, namely deep
cultural guided tour to Ping Shan on 5 Nov. We are much
indebted to Uncle So (not my uncle, but uncle of Wanda)
to give a very in-depth introduction to the traditional
culture of the Chinese clans in the New Territories and
the rationale behind the different decoration design of
those clan houses. Besides, we enjoyed the famous clan
meal of 9 Dishes (九碗頭). We learnt that such kind of
cuisine was also served to the last emperor of the Sung
Dynasty several hundred years ago and we were
privileged to be served the same cuisine. Let us give
three cheers to PP Dennis, PP Wilson and Wanda for
organizing such a wonderful tour, and to PP Peter for
giving us the very timely windbreakers.



Being verbose is an obvious example. As simple a
question as “Can I get you a drink?” can somehow
come about like “May I have the honour of procuring
for you a glass of refreshment which you may be
inclined to partake?”

Very often simple matters can be made complicated,

and quite unnecessarily so.

Similarly, the manner of doing simple things can be made complicated. Different people have different ways to reach a same goal,
and this is when conflict arises. Like for instance, not long ago, there was a decision not only to reduce the number of rubbish bins
but to narrow the bin openings as well. This was thought to promote lesser waste disposals. The opposing voices disagreed and
considered more bins or at least staying put with the current count of rubbish bins so that the rubbish stays out of sight and the
city remains clean. Now, which is the correct school of thought? Which of these two means is more amenable to achieving a better
environment?

Another example. RCTP used to have weekly circulars detailing, in bullet form, the noteworthy events to come. Recently, the
circular is given an overhaul with the division into various topic segments; adding in ancillary data such as attendance percentage,
red box collection and the like; and including lots of attachments … I am sure whoever that puts in place the changes saw some
wisdom in doing it. Still trying hard to adapt to the new bulletin as it is now named, I tend to miss the clear and succinct circular of
the past.

We may never know which way is the best way. It is just like our life. We can only believe in ourselves and learn from the
mistakes that we have made. More importantly, we learn to forgive ourselves after each mistake. The problem is, we may not as
readily forgive others for their mistakes because we tend to think the mistakes we made are inevitable; but mistakes made by
others are unpardonable!

It is trite that there is no perfect person as one
who is infallible; just as no one system is without
fallacy. When we see others adopt a method to
tackle a problem which we consider imperfect,
we will assume our way of handling the matter is
better. If we refuse others to try out their way,
there is no testing which way to handle the
matter is the better way. Eventually, no one does
anything … and there were only resultant
accusations from both sides. A complete spoiler.

The most complicated skill is to be simple.

Or: “It is with my greatest pleasure, or perhaps a
mere customary tradition, to extend forth my wishes
that the next cycle of the earth around the sun,

which takes approximately 365.25 days, which we call a year, to be filled with a profound sense of elation and contentment that
brings a feeling and great value to your life.” when one can simply and clearly say “Happy New Year.”

Lawyers in particular are often accused of being
verbose in addition to being archaic. Mind you, there
are a total of 4 lawyers amongst us in RCTP. Some
lawyers like to pepper advice letters with “whereas”,
“hereinabove”, “hereby”, “inter alia”, “albeit” … write
in the passive voice and use double negatives … to
give the letters a pompous feel. Indeed, Hong Kong
trainee solicitors tend to emerge from law school
with an instinctive command of formal English of the Charles Dickens era and write in a way clients cannot readily understand.
Rather, good drafting uses as few words as possible to convey an idea that is accurate and unambiguous. I am still learning the
trade and trying to improve my drafting skills.



Rotary gives $49.5 million to help eradicate
polio and challenges the world to continue
the fight to end the disease

EVANSTON, Ill. (Oct. 17, 2017) — With just 11 confirmed polio cases so far in
2017, the world is on the brink of eradicating polio, a vaccine-preventable
disease that once paralyzed hundreds of thousands of children each year.

To recognize this historic progress, Rotary clubs worldwide will host events in
conjunction with Rotary International’s fifth annual World Polio Day celebration
on Oct. 24.

This year, the event will be co-hosted by Rotary and the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation and held at the foundation’s headquarters in Seattle. The program
will feature an update on the global fight to end polio and an array of guest
speakers, celebrities, and public health experts. People around the world can
view the livestream of the event at endpolio.org/worldpolioday on Oct. 24 at
2:30 p.m. Pacific time

“Rotary and its partners are closer than ever to eradicating polio,” says Michael
K. McGovern, chair of Rotary’s International PolioPlus Committee, which leads
the organization’s polio eradication efforts. “World Polio Day is the ideal
opportunity to celebrate our successes, raise public awareness, and talk about
what is needed to end this paralyzing disease for good.”

Without full funding and political commitment to eradication, the disease could return to countries that are
now polio-free and put children everywhere at risk. Rotary is giving $49.5 million in grants to support
immunization and surveillance activities led by the Global Polio Eradication Initiative.

Some of the funds will support efforts to end polio in the three countries where polio remains endemic:

• Nigeria: $7.71 million
• Afghanistan $932 million
• Pakistan: $8.94 million

Further funding will support efforts to keep six vulnerable countries polio-free

• Chad: $2.37 million
• The Democratic Republic of Congo: $4.5 million
• Guinea: $961,000
• Somalia: $1.62 million
• South Sudan: $3.77 million
• Sudan: $2.56 million

An additional $7.74 million will go toward surveillance activities in Africa and the Eastern Mediterranean region.

In a show of solidarity and to raise awareness and funds for polio eradication, Rotary clubs around the globe will host nearly
1,900 events for World Polio Day. They include:

• A viewing party of the livestream in Fond du Lac, Wis.
• A Rock vs. Polio music event in Curitiba, Brazil
• Placing of End Polio Now piggy banks in local businesses to collect donations in Viljoenskroon, South Africa
• A soccer game in Cairo, Egypt between the street children of Hope Village Society and students from local engineering

colleges
• A golf fundraiser in Yoshiwara, Japan

"To protect all children from polio, world governments and donors must see through their commitments to fund critical work
and support rigorous disease surveillance in both endemic and at-risk polio-free countries,” says McGovern. Rotary has
committed to raising $150 million over the next three years, which will be matched 2-to-1 by the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, yielding $450 million for polio eradication activities, including immunization and surveillance.



Regular Meetings in the past five years: November

當年今月: 十一月例會

Do you remember 2012-16 ?

Rtn. Benjamin Wong was our speaker on the
topic of “Human Resources” at the meeting
on 28 Nov. 2016.

Remember those lucky numbers and the Fung Shui Master’s
talk on 2 Nov. 2015 meeting at Royal Garden Hotel?

PP David Loie was both speaker (his Shanghai story) and lucky
draw prize winner at our meeting on 10 Nov. 2014 at Royal
Garden Hotel.

Former member Timmy Kwong was
acting Sergeant on 4 Nov. 2013
meeting in W Hotel.

At 5 Nov. 2012 meeting at Regal Hotel: (Left): PP Jacky, PP Armstrong and PP Peter received their “belated”
birthday gift (Towel with embroidery names arranged by Francis Au) from President Ron Chung. (Middle):
November birthday boy PP Ping Leung, Rotaryanne Angela and birthday girl PP Pearl Dang cutting birthday
cake. (Right): William Yim was lucky draw prize winner of the bottle of champagne donated by Natalie.

by PP Peter Lam



Abseiling Event 20.10.2017
Wilson Woo

Needless to say, the Sunshine Teens 陽光少年計

劃 is one of our successful and meaningful

projects for the youth. This year is the 7th year

that RC Tai Po sponsors this project and works

together with the Salvation Army. The whole

programme comprised different activities for

the students to explore their abilities and

understand more about themselves. The first

activity was the Abseiling Event.

PDG Kenneth, P Roger, PE Patrick and I

attended the N.T.H.Y.K. Tai Po District

Secondary School and showed our support.

Accompanied by Ms. Yip (the Principal), Ms.

Chan (the Vice Principal) as well as Ms. Tsang,

Kennis and Hei Sir of The Salvation Army, we all

witnessed the tremendous achievements

made by our students.

We also sat together with some students and

parents and shared our feelings and

compliments. We all believed that it is a good

chance for the students to learn more about

themselves, and to learn how to overcome the

fear and develop courage.



Rotary Club of Tai Pei 69th Charter and Charity Gala
Sally Luk

Out of our busy schedule in October, this year we had a delegation of 13 people joining the event. Right after our
arrival at the Taoyuan International Airport on 13th October, we received warm greeting from our sister club at a
Welcome dinner party at Yi Yuan Restaurant Sherwood Hotel (怡園西華飯店). To our surprise, it was also a special
moment for RC Tai Pei to have their sister club signing ceremony with RC Manila. Congratulations to RC Tai Pei and RC
Manila!

The excitement was kept up throughout the reunion and of course the highlight was the karaoke singing session. Our
representatives included President Roger, CP Donald, PP Frankie and Creamy. Thanks to PP Frankie and RCT PP
Ampo, we continued our Karaoke Night at 復興館 - singing non-stop Hurray!

The RCT 69th Charter Anniversary was held at W Hotel on
14th October with an “Oscar Night” Theme. We have had
lots of photo shootings, chattering and laughter since the
beginning of ceremony.



President Roger prepared a Hong Kong Memorial
Calligraphy Painting as the Sister Club Gift and
exchanged with RCT President Jack on stage.

The second half of the event was a Special Performance
related to “Oscar”. Guess what, our fellow RCT
Rotarians dressed up for a Costumes Catwalk, featuring
classical movies characters! We could barely recognize
their original faces………What a fantastic performance!

1. President Jack & Jill & Eli as Mr. & Mrs. Smith - Mondo
Bongo 2005

2. AG Koji as Humphrey Bogart -
Casablanca 1942

3. PP Furniture as 
James Bond 007  
1962

4. International Service Chair
Grace as Cleopatra -
Cleopatra 1963

5. PP Ampo & Felice as
Rhett & Scarlett -
Gone with the wind
1939

6. Athena & Gingo The
phantom and Christian -
The phantom of the opera
1925 7. Leo & Shahad

as Superman &

Wonder Woman

-2016.Farewell lunch on 15th October

Happy time passed quickly and we had our farewell lunch the
next day at LE BLE D’OR (金色三麥，誠品酒窖店) which is
within walking distance from W hotel. The beer glass size was
huge and we drank quite a lot with lots of dishes serving.
Typhoon signal no 8 was actually hoisted in Hong Kong while
we were having fun in Tai Pei that morning. Although we all
wanted to stay longer, 但要走總要飛。Luckily, apart from slight
delay in flight schedules, we all landed safely back to Hong Kong
that night.



Sidelight: Half-day local tour fellowship trip

Tai Pei is a place full of both Chinese and Japanese culture, with a
number of lovely places one could go for short visit. Despite
rainy weather during our stay in Tai Pei, we had a wonderful
half-day fellowship journey. The following are the places we
have visited: 1) Ri Xing Cast Ward Factory, 2) Beitou Thermal
Valley Hot Spring, 3) Taipei Public Library Beitou Branch and 4)
Nung Chan Water-Moon Monastery. We then had a very full
lunch gathering with RC Taipei Capital.

Ri Xing Cast Word Factory《日星鑄字行》

It is located near the Tai Pei Station and was founded in 1969,
specializing in production of lead text to the printing industry.
With the popularity of computer printing, the cast word line
printing has faded out and 日星 becomes the one and only one
remaining factory in Tai Wan. It was named「日星」for the
meaning of 「日日生」, the founder’s wish was to keep up with
daily production. The factory has more than thirty million
Chinese lead body font words collection in the warehouse.
Traditional Chinese character is one of the most mysterious
inventions in Chinese culture and it is absolutely worthy to pay
a visit. We all amazed at the dedication of how the work the
workers had put in for the production of printing material in the
Old days. As a memorable gift, we bought the words『台北扶輪社』
to our Sister club RC Tai Pei.

Beitou Thermal Valley Hot Spring《北投地熱谷温泉》

If you like hot spring and Japanese style, then you must be
interested in staying at Beitou. The thermal valley was
exploited in 1911, a source of green Sulphur hot spring, pretty
like the one in Beppu (別府 ) in Kyushu. The landscape,
reservoir, trails and pavilions have been well constructed and
together with the misty atmosphere, you would feel like
walking in the Wonderland. The temperature of the spring is
more than 90 Degree Celsius and the Valley is famous for its
boiled eggs named – “A hell for boiling egg” (煮温泉蛋的地獄谷).
In the past, visitors could boil their own eggs. We tried the
boiled eggs with special seasoning – very fresh and smooth
texture. There is a nearby museum named Beitou Hot Spring
Museum (北投温泉博物館), built in 1913 with same style of
bathhouse at Izushan (伊豆) in Japan. It is free to visit but we
missed this as this is now under renovation. There are quite a
number of high quality hot spring hotels you could stay to
relax your body.

Taipei Public Library Beitou Branch
《臺北市立圖書館北投分館》

This library was designed as a “Green Building Library” which
is not constructed by steels and cements. It is a big tree house
in the park which is environmental friendly by using mainly
natural energy. Moreover, It has been awarded as one of the
world’s most beautiful 25 public libraries. Regular cultural
activities and art exhibitions are being held at the library.

Nung Chan Water-Moon Monastery 《農襌寺水月道場》

Its original was a Farmhouse in bamboo grove constructed by
Master Dong Chu in 1975. It's named ' Farming Ch'an ' as its
early residents dedicated themselves to Ch'an practice and
grew their own food. Its spirit is based on 8th century Zen
Master Baizhang Huaihai’s aphorism, "A day without work is a
day without food." Ven Dong Chu successor Master Sheng Yen
(聖嚴法師) became Abbot of Monastery, inspiring multitudes to
learn about and uphold the Buddha dharma. The Monastery is
the birthplace of Dharma Drum Mountain DDM (法鼓山).

The sketch showing the outlook of the Monastery consists of “
The Original Farmhouse”, “The Diamond Sutra Façade”, “The
Chan Hall”, “Dharma Hall”, “The Way to Compassion” “Dining
Hall”, “Main Buddha Hall” and “ The Water-Moon Pool”. The
weather favored us once we arrived at the monastery and the
rain stopped. The monastery tour guide introduced us the
history of those buildings together with their meaning and
function. 『襌』Zen, or deep meditation, is the central belief of
DDM. This helps seekers to enter the way of compassion,
contemplate the mind and return to the true nature. We easily
felt the internal peace during the visit at the Monastery. It is
absolutely appealing to return for calming our body and mind,
cultivating blessing and wisdom.

Lunch gathering with RC Taipei Capital
《台北首都扶輪社》

We first got to know RC Taipei
Capital in Manila as they are also
the sister club of RC Makati San
Lorenzo (RCMSL). President
Roger has arranged this
fellowship lunch gathering with
RCTC at 雅苑粵式餐廳. RCTC is an
energetic club with members
interested in different kinds of
sport activities. They won the
championship at their local
baseball competition
（樂樂棒球賽） that
morning and
therefore some of
them came in with
their team sport
shirt. So look at our
group photo – we
were also in our new
RC Tai Po
windbreaker
(designed and
sponsored by PP
Peter)



Rotary Club of Tai Po and Rotary Club of SoHo Hong Kong Joint Meeting
Claire Mak

The joint meeting between Rotary Clubs of Tai Po and SoHo HK took place on 30th October 2017 when 17 members and friends
from our baby club joined us at KCC.

Rotarians and guests mingled and chatted over glasses of
red/white wine and Welsh whiskey brought by PE Patrick
until the meeting started at half past seven. After the 2
Presidents gave brief introduction of members and guests,
PDG Kenneth was given a precious 5 minutes to promote
Organ Donation and the impending exhibition. President
Menza gave handsome red box which was matched by his
CP Chris’ contribution and also President Roger’s.

President Roger gave a long recount of past and upcoming Club
and District events. President Menza did his part likewise but
also introduced his long-time good friend Guest Speaker of the
evening Ms. Olive Lam of Insurance broker company Lockton.
In fact, Olive came with her CEO Alex Yip and Vice CEO Irene
Tong. But more importantly, it was the delectable guide dog
Eve she brought along whom we were all eager to get to know.
Even though Olive spoke on the subject “Benefits of Corporate
Social Responsibility to an organisation” she did cover a wide
spectrum of interesting ideas ranging from the benefits of CSR
to insurance product enhancement; from business networking
to self enhancement; from rearing pet dog/guide dog to the
philosophy of bringing up children. One take-away point is
Olive’s big idea of moving from CSR to CSV (Creating Shared
Value). The question-and-answer session also saw members’
keen interest in the topics. PE Patrick, himself an avid dog lover,
gave a thorough vote of thanks.

A few persons who worked studiously behind the scene to
ensure the meeting a success worth special mention: Club
Administration Chair PP Pearl who meticulously planned the
rundown; Sergeant-At-Arms Benjamin who kept good order and
time of the meeting; DS Natalie who hand-picked the menu to
ensure novelty; and of course, PP Peter who was everywhere
with his camera.

Then came the time when everyone tried their luck and luck did
struck twice. PP Pearl who contributed Lingzi capsules for the
lucky prize drew her husband Alan as the lucky winner! Alan
graciously offered to draw another
recipient for the raffle prize and
eventually, it was Benjamin who
claimed the health enhancing prize.
The meeting ended with the
inevitable group photos.



RCTP made the most of the fine autumn weather on the Sunday of 5th November to embark on its first Fellowship
Outing of the year: a Day Trip to Ping Shan Heritage Trail. The 26 of us RCTP members and family plus a few from
PP Wilson’s SME Association had had a most educational and refreshing outing.

Organisation works started a few months ago. The choice of a suitable date for the event, getting in Wanda’s
knowledgeable Uncle So as the Guide, booking the Punchoi Lunch and arranging a tour coach with 3 pick-up points …
all showed that PP Dennis, PP Wilson and Rtnn. Wanda spared no effort to make this trip beneficial and enjoyable
for all. We owe special thanks to Uncle So. He imparted to us all that was to be observed about the history, custom,
culture and architecture about the clan, the buildings and the artefacts along the Trail. As we were half way through
the tour, a few Rotarians came over and asked me, “Who is going to write about this event for Tai Post?” It is apparent
that while we listened to the candid explanation and interesting anecdotes from Uncle So, everyone was quite
overwhelmed by the vast knowledge and it would be a monumental task to have them reduced into writing!

RCTP Day Trip Outing – Ping Shan Heritage Trail 
Claire Mak

The 9-Pots Lunch

As the Tour started around noon time, the first stop
was to enjoy the 9-Pots Lunch. With very fresh
ingredients and tangy country style cooking, we
finished the flavourful lunch in no time and walked
out with a full belly, ready to stretch our legs for
some serious walking.

The Heritage Trail

It is beyond me to even attempt a recount of all that we
had been told by Uncle So along the Trail. There are such
a lot of nice little details in the meaningful embellishment
and auspicious carvings everywhere: each having a story
of its own to tell! I shall try to highlight some of the more
interesting or memorable items.

Ching Shu Hin 清暑軒

This 2-storey Ching Shu
Hin, used to be a
guesthouse for prominent
visitors, was decorated
with carved panels,
murals, patterned grilles
etc. reminiscing of
grandeur of the local
gentry.



The Tang Ancestral Hall 鄧氏宗祠

The building is the main ancestral hall of the Tang
clan of Ping Shan. It is a magnificent 3-hall
structure with 2 internal courtyards. The wooden
brackets and beams are all elegantly carved with
auspicious Chinese motifs. The main ridges and
roofs are decorated with dragon-fish and
unicorns. Ancestral tablets are located at the altar
at the rear hall. This ancestral hall is used for
worship, celebrations and festivities and
ceremonies. We took a group photo here and also
bought peanut candies sold outside the Hall.

Yeung Hau Temple 楊侯古廟

The Yeung Hau Temple is a simple
structure divided into three bays
housing the statues of Hau Wong (侯
王), To Dei
(土地 ) and Kam Fa (金花娘娘 )
respectively. Villagers in Ping Shan
believe that Hau Wong was Song
dynasty general Yang Liangjie who
gave up his life to protect the last two
Song emperors and who is thus
worshipped for his loyalty and
bravery. The Temple suffered at least
3 major destruction and underwent
repeated restoration to the extent that
doors to the building were considered
irrelevant and obviated.

Old Well 古井

On the trail between the Yeung Hau Temple and
Sheung Cheung Wai lies an old well that, according
to the Tang villagers, was built by the residents of
Hang Tau Tsuen more than 200 years ago, before
the establishment of Sheung Cheung Wai. The well
was once the main source of drinking water for both
villages and a focal point for gossip and information
flow. But now, with water pipes and easy water
supply, the well becomes the habitat of wholesome
carps.

Tsui Sing Lau Pagoda 聚星樓

This pagoda is the only surviving ancient pagoda in Hong Kong built by the 7th generation
ancestor of the Tang clan. Standing on the west side of the village, the hexagonal-shaped
pagoda was built to improve fung shui of the locality – to prevent flooding and ensure
success of the clan in the Imperial Civil Service Examinations. That was why most of us
walked round the pagoda three times to gain, for adults: good luck to career; and for
children, best wishes to their studies!

By the time the Trip ended, we felt a little more learned than before.



CP Donald’s Birthday Dinner 10 November 2017

Natalie Kwok

Happy birthday CP Donald!

It is always this time of the
year that RCTP celebrates
one of our most important
dates on the Club’s
calendar - CP’s birthday
party and the
announcement of our next
year’s Vice President.

RCTP is a Club with grand
tradition and every year, we
get together to taste the
seasonal cuisine of hairy
crab and this year, we take
this to the next level and for
healthier lifestyle, we tasted
奄仔蟹. Thanks to our Club
Admin Chair PP Pearl who
went through diligent
selection of a menu for this
special occasion and
rounds of tasting, it was
delicious with minimal
cholesterol guilt.

The crowd was amazing too!
CP’s birthday dinner is
always like a big family
gathering and we always live
up to that grand tradition. Our
guests from our mother club
RC Peninsula P Gilbert Kwok,
AG Eric Chak and Rachel, DDS
Daniel Chun and PP Sammy
Tin; CP Fonia Wong from baby
club RC Central and P Menza
Chu of RC SoHo HK - totally
the symbolism of happy
three-generation presence.



President Roger began the singing part of the evening with
our heartfelt thanks to CP Donald. No lyrics can be better
than 無言感激. We all got inspired by ‘偶爾倦透倦極 或會
說負累, 每每念到是熱愛 卻伴聚, 歡呼聲時常衝擊我 教我踏
步不畏懼,縱有困難 亦要拼命追.’

As we enjoyed the good food and wines, we
had our bingo games led by“Prince of Bingo”
Rtn. Wilson Woo and the creative ‘marathon
blessing’ - a game that tested our knowledge
of blessing phrases in Chinese, our memory
and creativity. A great way to heighten our
atmosphere and ambience. And our winner of
the game was...none other than our PE Patrick!
Hurrah! Further, the raffle gift of useful
supermarket coupons given our by PP Tsubaki
was won by AG Eric Chak.

The event was hyped up again when we announced our Vice
President for 2018-19 - KF Tam - sustaining our continuity of
Presidents for RCTP.

The evening then went on to more karaoke fun till after
midnight.



Tai Po Interact Carnival 2017
Interact Club of Tai Po Schools

Lam Yin Wang (President of Interact Club of Tai Po Schools)

I believe many people in our participating schools have already heard of the Interact Club of Tai Po Schools. It may
only be a joint-school activity for them, but it is an important part of my 3 year’s senior school life. There are so many
unforgettable and important memories in these 3 years as an interactor. This is the last year of being an Interactor
and the last time for me to organize the Interact Carnival. I realized the success of the carnival comes from the
cooperation and coordination in our team. The organizing committee and I spent our spare time holding meetings in
different schools to discuss every detail of the carnival. The process was quite complicated. As secondary students, we
are always busy with our study. However, many Interactors are still willing to contribute themselves and sacrifice
their free time to do voluntary work. It just makes me warm.

The smiles I saw, the people I met and the warmth I felt on that day became the beautiful memory in my heart. In the
carnival, there were interesting and meaningful thematic game booths, incredible and vivid performance, passionate
and helpful volunteers, which made the carnival a great success. We made it finally.

Mok Hiu Chun, Tony (Vice-President of Interact Club of Tai Po Schools)

This Event was organized by the Interact Club of Tai Po Schools. Seven schools organized it together. This Event was
to promote the awareness of Social Harmony, let the general public know more about different cultures and
encourage the student helpers to make more new friends by doing Community Service with other Club members. This
Event was held on 14 Oct at Kwong Fuk Estate. There were game booths, ceremony, performances by students,
balloon distribution, snack distribution and the art workshop. The visitors could try and watch a lot of new things in
order to learn more about cultures and Social Harmony.

As a member of organizing committee, I think it is a chance to practise teamwork. There were a lot of things to be
done during the organizing period, we have to distribute the tasks among members. Some of them helped promoting.
Some of them helped contacting. Some of them helped recruiting student helpers. Their tasks were important and we
let some members complete them with our suggestions and comments. Every member was willing to share some
comments with each other and made it easy for members to seek help when they needed at the event. I highly
recommend all the members to promote Social Harmony in their school and attend more events organized by the
Interact Club of Tai Po Schools.



PP William Yim gave an
introduction of good friend
and fellow charter member of
Hong Kong Practical
Philosophy Society, Dr. Alfred
Tse.

Even though Dr. Alfred Tse
delivered his talk on “The
Art of Sophistry” in a light
and cheerful manner, the
points he made were
profoundly philosophical and
insightful; many of which
meriting a lecture on its own.

Rtn. KF
Tam duly
thanked
speaker
Dr. Alfred
Tse.

PP Vikky Tam
gave out useful
super market
coupons for
raffle draw
which were
won by lucky PP
Pearl Dang.

RAC WYS members brought
along unique notebooks for
sale to raise fund for their
impending International
Service trip. Our Youth team
and relevant members showed
staunch support to the cause.

RAC WYS’ International Service
Director Christy (left) and
Community Service Director
Tracy (right) together with
President Wendy (middle) gave
us a thorough briefing on the
objectives, itinerary, budget etc.
of their forthcoming trip to
Chiang Mai “Lost and Farm
泰．耕難” during 28 December
2017 - 4 January 2018.



25 Nov
(SAT)

2:00 PM District Public Image 
Workshop

HKMA, 1/F, First 
Commercial Bldg 33-
35 Leighton Road, HK

27 Nov
(MON)

7:00 PM Rotary Club of Tai Po Club 
Assembly

Fincher Room, KCC
10 Cox’s Road, Jordan

4 Dec
(Mon)

7:00 PM Joint Meeting with Rotary 
Club of Mandarin
Speaker: Mr. Ronald Chiu

Fincher Room, KCC
10 Cox’s Road, Jordan

9 Dec
(Sat)

2:00 PM Star Reaching 2017-18
打理頭家活動

Lohas Organic Farm 
(樂活有機農莊)
Sheung Shui Lot 105 
in DD 100 上水長瀝村
100約105地段

11 Dec
(Mon)

7:00 PM Rotary Club of Tai Po Annual 
General Meeting

Fincher Room, KCC
10 Cox’s Road, Jordan

16 Dec
(Sat)

8:30 AM Career Expo 2017-18
Mock Interview Workshop

St. Louis School, Sai 
Ying Pun, Hong Kong

NOVEMBER

18th Donald Yap
(Hon. Member)

25th Pearl Dang  
26th Sally Luk

Chief editor

Claire Mak

The editorial board
Peter Lam
Minghay Yu

GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?

Tai Post wants to hear from you.
Write in to
claire.rctaipo@gmail.com

Tai Post reserves the right to edit 
articles for length and clarity. 

CAREN CHAN,
PATRICK FONG,

ANTHONY HUNG, 
NATALIE KWOK,

PETER LAM,
DENNIS LO,

CLAIRE MAK,
ROGER SO,

BENJAMIN WONG,
KENNETH WONG,

WILSON WOO,
WILLIAM YIM

AAttendance
October 2017

Average attendance:  67.86% 

In October

missed youWWe
Sasha Chu

Ronald Chung
Henry WangLeave of Absence

MingHay Yu

OCTRBER


